
ACTIVITY 4: Smart Lighting  

Activity Objective:  Reduce the wattage of the lighting in your home, office, through smart 
lighting systems by designing an actual system and by calculating the current wattage of your 
lighting and the what reduced wattage will be with smart lighting. 

Materials: Chapter 13, paper, computer, printer, Internet Access, smart bulbs 

Definition: Light switches are the next system to become part of home automation, which we 
can call smart lighting (Figure). Smart bulbs can be controlled directly from your smartphone. As 
helpful as these bulbs may be, a single bulb can cost hundreds of dollars.  Smart lighting 
switches offer the same functionality without having to replace all the bulbs or light fixtures in 
the house.  The lighting system in your home is used to control the lights.  A smart switch or 
system can be designed with a solenoid controlled ON/OFF switch so you can immediately turn 
the light or system off or on from anywhere.  The most important feature is you operate this 
smart light switch or system with your smart device. 

 
 

  



REVIEW VIDEOS: 

How smart lighting devices can help sustainability; IoT Smart Lighting talk Rating: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H23Lq8y4A9Y  

Procedure: 

1. Work as partners or small teams.  
2. Research and brainstorm smart lighting in the home, office, or school toward 

improving sustainability. 
3. Calculate the current wattage of the lighting in a location, to include methods of 

tuning the lights off during periods of non-usage. 
4. Determine what smart lighting systems could be used to improve the sustainability of 

your project. 
5. Develop charts and graphs to support your conclusions. 
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